




































NATIVE AMERICANS*

The term Native Americans refers to the hundreds of distinct societies-

including Aleuts, Eskimos, Cherokee, Zuni, Sioux, Mohawk, Aztec, and Inca-

who were the original inhabitants of the Americas. Thousands of years ago,

migrating people crossed a land bridge from Asia to North America where the

5 Bering Strait (off the coast of Alaska) lies today, and over the centuries they

spread throughout the West hemisphere. When Christopher Columbus and other

European explorers arrived late in the fifteenth century, Native Americans

numbered in the millions and had a thirty-thousand-year history in this

hemisphere (Dobyns, 1966).

10 Contact with Europeans was disastrous for Native Americans. What some

Europeans ethnocentrically called “taming the wilderness” actually amounted to

the destruction of many ancient civilizations. Exposure to European diseases

took a terrible toll among Native Americans, and tens of thousands more fell

victim to violence at the hands of the Europeans seeking wealth and land. By the

15 beginning of the twentieth century, the “vanishing Americans” numbered a mere

250,000 (Tyler, 1973).

*Jeanne Shay Schumm and Shawn A. Post, Executive Learning: Successful Strategies

for College Reading and Studying (New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1997),  pp. 274277.
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Native Americans were first referred to as Indians by Christopher

Columbus, who landed in the Bahama Islands in the Caribbean while

searching for India. Columbus found indigenous Americans to be passive and

20 peaceful (Matthiessen, 1984; Sale, 1990). Such attitudes clashed with those of

Europeans, whose way of life was more competitive and aggressive. Even as

Europeans seized the land of Native Americans, the invaders demeaned their

victims as thieves and murderers in an attempt to justify their actions (Unruh,

1979; Josephy, 1982).

2 5 After the Revolutionary War, the new United States government adopted a

pluralistic approach to Native-American societies, seeking to gain more land

through treaties. Payment for land was far from fair, however, and when Native

Americans resisted demands to surrender their homelands, superior military

power was brought in to evict them. Thousands of Cherokees, for example, died

30 on a forced march-the Trail of Tears-from their homes in the southeastern

United States to segregated reservations in the Midwest. By the early 18OOs,  few

Native Americans remained east of the Mississippi River.

After 1871, the United States made Native Americans wards of the

government and tried to resolve “the Indian problem” through forced

35 assimilation. Native Americans continued to lose their land, and were well on

their way to losing their culture as well. Reservation life fostered dependency,

teaching English in place of ancestral languages and eroding traditional religion

in favor of Christianity. Many children were taken from their parents and placed

in boarding schools, operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, to be resocialized

40 as “Americans.” Local control of reservations was placed in the hands of the few

Native Americans who supported government policies, and reservation land-
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traditionally held collectively-was distributed as the private property of

individual families (Tyler, 1973). In the process, some whites managed to grab

still more land for themselves.

4 5 Not until 1924 were Native Americans entitled to U.S. citizenship. Since

then, the government  has encouraged their migration from reservations Some

have adopted mainstream cultural patterns and married non-Native Americans.

Many large cities now have sizable Native-American populations. However,

median family income for Native Americans was far below average in the United

50 States in 1980, and Native Americans were much less likely to earn a college

degree (7.7 percent) than Americans as a whole (17.1 percent).

From in-depth interviews with Native Americans in a western city, Joan

Albon (1971) concluded that many were disadvantaged by little education, few

marketable skills, less than perfect English, and dark skin that provokes

55 prejudice and discrimination. Additionally, she noted, Native Americans often

lacked the pointed individualism and driving competitiveness that contribute to

success in the United States. This passivity stemmed from both traditional

values and long dependence on government assistance.

Like other racial and ethnic minorities in the United States, Native

6 0 Americans have recently reasserted pride in their cultural heritage. As the 1990s

began, Native American organizations were reporting a surge of new

membership applications from people who had long ignored their heritage

(Johnson, 1991). These organizations not only promote the self-esteem of

Native Americans, they also pursue greater rights and opportunities for their

65 members. In lawsuits against the federal government, they have pressed for
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